Life at The Top –
Chapter 1585
The currency of a country was its economic lifeline. Only the will of the country could control this basic
necessity for the country.
Once it was under attack, in a sense, it was the same as sending troops directly to invade the country’s
territory.

The latter could only be achieved by another country’s military, but the former could be done so long as one
had enough strength.

Obviously, Jasper’s words shocked Emil and Sylphie.

“Mr. Laine, although we admit that you are indeed very courageous, this kind of thing is not a joke. It requires
a huge amount of funds and it also requires a opportunity in the right time and place. Otherwise, the economic
system of a country will not be so easy to break down.”

“It’s not that I’m undervaluing ourselves. Our current strength alongside the wealth of Sentel Corporation and
JW Foundation will amount to between 200 billion to 250 billion US Dollars.”

“With this kind of power, it is almost impossible to challenge Sunrise Land, the world’s second-largest
economy.”

Emil’s serious words showed his attitude.

Without absolute certainty, he could not gamble Sentel Corporation on something like this. A cooperation was
still a cooperation at the end of the day. No matter how good the relationship was, Sentel did not have to risk
their life for Jasper’s.

Now, Emil was even planning to wake up his father immediately and have him end the cooperation between
the two parties.

On the other hand, Jasper had expected Emil’s reaction long ago.

He slowly said, “I am not a fool. Since I decided to do this, there must be sufficient reasons behind my
thinking.”

“Let me ask you a question, when was the last time the head of Sunrise Land appeared in front of the public?”

Emil and Sylphie were both stunned when they heard that. What a joke. Why would a normal person pay
attention to the whereabouts of the head of their neighboring country?

Even if they were important members of the Sentel family and always paid attention to international news for
business and understanding of international politics, this did not mean that they would focus on the Prime
Minister of Sunrise Land to see when was the last time he made a public appearance.

“I… I think last month?”

Sylphie said and immediately got up to turn on the computer.

Jasper was not in a hurry. He knew that cooperation with Sentel Corporation was only the first step. Even with
Sentel‘s participation, it was very difficult and almost impossible for him to fight back against the joint attack
of both Wall Street and Softwin. Hence, he wanted to get through this peacefully. However, if he wanted to
win, he would need to make an unexpected
winning move.

If he wanted to make an unexpected winning move, he would not be able to do it without Sentel’s cooperation.

Jasper got up and poured a cup of tea for Emil. Then, he said, “Mr. Emil, what do you think of the current
situation in Sunrise Land?”

Emil frowned slightly, “Because of the existence of Trider Financial Group, Sentel has almost no way to enter
the Sunrise Land market.”

“But we have a special countermeasure team studying the situation in Sunrise Land. At present, after all these
years of rest and recuperation, the economy of Sunrise Land has recovered very quickly. It is a bit like
Coreana, but it is more authoritative. Trider Financial Group’s control over Sunrise Land is much greater than
Sentel’s influence over Coreana.”

